Seminar for Master’s Thesis Projects: Promoting Students’ Self-Regulation
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Abstract
This study presents a thesis seminar model aimed at promoting students' self-regulation. Students' perceptions regarding the contribution of the seminar to their learning process were characterized and the seminar’s effect upon their self-regulation expressions was examined. Data was collected using questionnaires and analyzed thematically. The most significant components of the seminar, according to the students, were cognitive knowledge and guidance regarding thesis writing, along with peer learning, and changes in self-efficacy and ability to regulate time and emotion. Students demonstrated self-regulating mechanisms for planning, setting goals, monitoring, self-encouragement, and emotion control. The results emphasize the significance of self-regulation in thesis-writing.
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1. Introduction
Literature dealing with thesis writing generally focuses on the academic writing itself (e.g., Aitchison, 2009; Delyser, 2003; Phillips, 2012) or on supervisory aspects (Guerin, Kerr & Green, 2015; Nordentoft, Thomsen & Wichmann-Hansen, 2013; Sullivan & Ogloff, 1998). Very few studies describe and characterize seminars that support thesis writing or promote self-regulation (SR) processes. This study focuses on a model thesis-writing seminar given during master’s programs at an academic college for education. The seminar focused on promoting SR processes, which can enhance the students’ ability and motivation to cope with the challenge of writing (Graham & Harris, 2000). In particular, SR can increase students’ autonomy and responsibility for their work, and the uniqueness of this course was its aim to foster in students the ability to deal independently with the cognitive, emotional, and social challenges inherent in thesis writing. As such, it gave students the opportunity to learn how to regulate their own learning.

The objectives of the present study were twofold: a) to characterize students’ perceptions regarding the contribution of the seminar to their learning process and b) to examine students’ SR expressions throughout the seminar’s duration.

2. Theoretical Framework
2.1 Seminars for Theses and Dissertations
In most universities, students are required to take at least one “thesis seminar” course and sometimes several, during which they present their research topic, theoretical framework, and chosen methodology, and, if already available, preliminary findings (Greer & Ross, 2013). Only a few studies have investigated the importance of thesis seminars, the teaching and learning processes involved, or the ability of thesis advisors to advance the student in an academic sense (Semeijn, Semeijn & Geldeman, 2009). Delyser (2003), for example, developed a unique thesis seminar for graduate students of geography that focused on writing skills, critical reading of academic papers, presenting the different stages of research, peer learning, and critiques. Ferguson (2009) also developed a unique thesis writing group that focused on the writing process, critiquing, reflexivity, structure, and style.

In developing a thesis seminar for postgraduate teachers, one must consider that the majority of students are adults, whose expectations are different than those of younger students: for most, their choice of studies comes from a desire for change in their professional and/or personal lives. Despite having less academic experience, they bring with them professional and life experience. Lecturers in academia should allow for this, and the courses should provide
appropriate tools to help students fulfill their roles as learners and succeed in their studies (Fejes, Johansson, & Dahlgren, 2005; Merrill, 2001).

Graduate-level academic writing skills require processing information using techniques of comparison and analysis and then integrating that information into a cohesive text. Many graduate students have difficulty writing to proper academic standards (Aitchison & Guerin, 2014; Lillis & Turner, 2001; Phillips, 2012; Ylijoki, 2001), and instructors often express a sense of discontent regarding their students’ skills in this area, noting paucity of language, difficulty in creating coherent structures, and unfamiliarity with writing conventions. Crucial concepts – the formal structure of an academic manuscript, academic style, citation methods, and correct semantics, to name a few – are not clear to students.

One way to overcome these difficulties is through a peer-learning format. Allowing students to discuss their writing experiences during the seminar develops their ability to constructively criticize others’ work (Greer & Ross, 2013).

2.2 Self-assessment, Peer Feedback, Self-regulation

The seminar model in this study is based on self- and peer-assessment processes. Self-assessment requires learners to rank their own performance and learning (Topping, 2003) and to define for themselves what “good” work in a given situation is, leading students to actively take responsibility for their own learning (Shepard, 2000). With peer assessment, students learn to evaluate the level and quality of their peers’ performance and output based on clear criteria presented by the instructor beforehand (Struyven, Dochy & Janssens, 2003). Peer feedback can promote action and reflection, turning the students’ experiences into accessible knowledge as they discuss the rationale behind their own and their colleagues’ decisions (Falchikov & Goldfinch, 2000).

Nicol and Macfarlane-Dick (2006) claim that self-assessment and peer feedback can develop student SR processes and list the following seven advantages that SR, self-assessment, and peer feedback practices provide:

- clarifying the definition of “good” performance (goals, criteria, expected standards);
- facilitating the development of self-assessment (reflection) in learning;
- delivering high quality information to students about their learning;
- encouraging teacher and peer dialogue regarding learning;
- encouraging positive motivational beliefs and self-esteem;
- providing opportunities to close the gap between current and desired performance;
- providing information to teachers to help shape teaching.

SR is an active process of self-management. Zimmerman’s (2000) three-phase SR model comprises planning, performance control, and self-reflection. Planning set the goals for action. Performance control occurs during learning and affects motivation and action. In the final, self-reflection phase, learners mentally review their performance and determine whether there is a need for changes in behavior or strategies.

These three processes encompass the contexts that the individual is trying to regulate: cognition, motivation, emotion, and behavior – all within their physical and social environments (Pintrich, 2000). Numerous studies over the past decades (e.g., Boekaerts & Corno, 2005; Schunk & Ertmer, 2000; Schunk & Zimmerman, 2007a) have addressed the issue of identifying SR processes and the correlation between them, motivation, and academic success. The studies focused on characterizing general and specific SR processes, and identifying cognitive strategies, meta-cognitive strategies (setting goals, planning, monitoring, and self-testing), motivational strategies (self-encouragement and self-award), and resource-regulation (attention, social environments, and scheduling) that allow students to direct their learning and achieve their academic goals (Garcia & Pintrich, 1994; Zimmerman, 2002, 2008).

Zimmerman (2002) suggests a social-cognitive view in which SR is a process connecting the self with environmental events and behaviors. He claims that SR behavior is influenced by the sense of self-efficacy and social influences. In addition, students who interact with other learners are more likely to practice self-reflection, which drives goal-oriented behavior (Henderson & Cunningham, 1994).

Zimmerman (2002) suggests a social-cognitive view in which SR is a process connecting the self with environmental events and behaviors. He claims that SR behavior is influenced by the sense of self-efficacy and social influences. In addition, students who interact with other learners are more likely to practice self-reflection, which drives goal-oriented behavior (Henderson & Cunningham, 1994).
It is difficult to track the development of SR processes since they are internal; they are a result of interaction with the environment and not a result of direct guidance. Studies that wish to assess such processes must thus be sensitive to the complexity of the situation and any interpersonal interactions involved (Corno, 1995), since SR is influenced by interactions with teachers and peers, by the student’s level of familiarity with the structure and concepts of the content studied, and by the student’s feeling of her level of capability to cope with the task. In order to handle this complexity, researchers have utilized information from the instructors, who described the impact of environmental cues on their students’ SR development (Boekaerts & Cascallar, 2006).

Bembenutty (2007) emphasized the positive correlation between SR and teacher-students’ feelings of self-efficacy, success in setting goals, and passion for their profession. He claimed that programs designed for in-service teachers must enhance students’ SR skills by strengthening their abilities to set goals, develop strategies, monitor their progress, develop positive beliefs, and reflect upon their achievements. According to Schunk and Pajares’ model (2005), SR is an important part of teachers’ professional development, beginning within their social framework, where they acquire academic skills, and developing through such internal sources as setting personal standards, self-encouragement, and self-efficacy. The teacher is perceived as an agent involved in his own development. He affects his surroundings and is, in turn, affected by them. Because the teacher’s knowledge, rules, strategies, and beliefs are influenced by observing his peers, self-regulation processes are essential to his professional development (Sanz de Acedo Lizarraga et. al., 2009).

3. Method

The study was carried out during three applied-thesis seminars offered in the second year of MEd studies. Each seminar comprised four sessions of five hours each (total 20 hours); one-on-one sessions with students took place over the semester as required.

3.1 Seminar for Applied Thesis

The seminar was developed in the context of our work as lecturers in the graduate studies program in the college. We created an outline of the core elements in writing a research proposal and then worked out the components for each element, thus constructing the framework of the seminar to be given under the guidance of two instructors.

The seminar framework was based on the contextual paradigm to learning and teaching, which aims to enhance students’ SR strategies. Authentic learning was made possible by focusing on student interests, and the seminar included a number of elements geared to individual students plus work in peer groups. The syllabus was flexible, so that content could be altered to match students’ progress, as the primary goal was to significantly advance the preparation of the thesis proposal progress. In order to achieve this goal, the following action principles were emphasized:

1. to encourage students to use SR throughout the writing of their research proposals and theses;
2. to review the foundations of academic writing and promote writing strategies;
3. to familiarize students with the structure of a research proposal;
4. to observe the students’ research methodology and provide formative assessment; and
5. to create a peer support group.

The seminar comprised four monthly five-hour sessions. Prior to each meeting (including the first one), students were asked to prepare a structured assignment designed to advance the writing of their proposal. The assignment also aimed to promote their ability to self-regulate their progress. Continuous contact with the students was maintained between sessions: by email, through the course website, or, if required, personal meetings.

Each session covered a specific component of the writing process with follow-up assessment as follows: The lesson began with a lecture on the topic. Then students were divided into two groups, each with one instructor, and activities were carried out under the instructor’s supervision, with feedback given from both peers and instructor. At the end of each session, goals were defined and set for the next one, each student defined his own individual goals, and students were requested to fill out a reflective questionnaire, which enhanced their self-assessment and allowed the instructors to adjust the content of the next session according to the students’ needs. The questionnaire’s open-ended questions asked for the most important things learned, what had interested them, their feelings and thoughts on the session, and any requests or suggestions. The instructors conducted a post-session meeting to reflect on the lesson and define issues that needed improving and elements that should to be continued.
The seminar comprised three main stages (see Figure 1):

**The exposure stage.** In the first session, characteristics of the extensive thesis and structure of the research proposal were explained. The need for coherency between topic, purpose, and research questions was emphasized. The students, collaborating in small groups under the guidance of the instructor, were asked to present the topic of their paper and formulate their goals. Their peers provided constructive feedback regarding coherence.

**Action stage.** The next two sessions comprised the “action” stage. The first dealt with setting up the proposal’s structure and writing its theoretical background, and the lecture presented aspects of academic writing, writing strategies, and criteria for good writing in general (content, structure, communication, style, grammar, and syntax). During the group exercise, students presented their outline of their literature review along with a number of written paragraphs for the purpose of analyzing writing quality. Feedback (peer and instructor) was meant to help clarify their ideas regarding their writing and to promote their future ability for self-assessment.

The second session was devoted to methodology – approach to research, the research environment, characteristics and description of study participants, research tools, and methods – and relevant ethical issues.

**Summary stage.** In the fourth (final) session, the focus was on emphasizing how self-regulation skills can be used during research and writing. The first activity involved a round of “final questions” (students had been asked to prepare at least one question that remained unanswered for them). The second activity was a self-regulation one, with an emphasis on the SR processes required for writing a paper, particularly those regarding planning, data gathering, writing self-encouragement statements, and constructing a timetable. The strategies include regulating motivation, time planning, regulating emotions, and dealing with conflicting situations. Finally, students were asked to fill in a perception questionnaire.

![Figure 1. The seminar framework](image)

### 3.2 Participants

The participants (N=46) were postgraduate students in a number of the college’s programs: leadership in education, teaching science, student counseling, teaching languages, multidisciplinary teaching, and teaching youth at risk.
3.3 Data Collection and Analysis

This study was qualitative in nature. Data was gathered using two open-ended questionnaires: a reflective questionnaire (RQ) (see Appendix 1) and a perception questionnaire (PQ) (see Appendix 2). The RQ was distributed at the end of each session. It queried the fundamental topics taught each session and invited student feedback: questions that interested the students, emotional aspects, thoughts, requests, and recommendations. The PQ was distributed at the end of the seminar. Students were asked to compare their situations vis-à-vis the preparation of their proposal, student-advisor relationship, emotional states, and feelings of self-efficacy before and after the seminar; they were also asked to add anything they felt worth mentioning.

Thematic analysis as offered by Braun and Clark (2006) was used to analyze the PQ. Student responses were coded, collated, and grouped into themes. We conducted a further analysis to identify SR expressions within student statements. This last analysis and the RQ analysis were based on the SR cyclical model (Zimmerman, 2000) and on Pintrich’s (2000) theoretical framework for classifying different processes in SR.

SR components identified included planning and setting goals, monitoring, strategy, self-encouragement, emotional regulation, time control, social regulation, and assessment. These components were quantified and the frequencies of their expression in the three stages of the seminar were calculated, thus allowing a picture of the distribution of the SR components throughout the seminar.

In order to establish credibility in the study’s findings, each researcher coded the categories independently, and these were then compared. The inter-rater agreement was 97% with a kappa value of 0.92 (p<0.000), which is considered a substantial agreement level between two raters according to the Landis-Koch benchmark scale (Gwet, 2012).

4. Findings

4.1 Contribution of the Seminar according to the Students’ Perceptions

Student responses were classified into two major themes: (1) factors that aided learning during the seminar, and (2) changes that occurred as a result of their participation in the seminar. Each theme included specific categories.

4.1.1 Factors that aided learning during the seminar.

a) Knowledge and guidance regarding thesis writing.

The highest proportion of statements (38%) concerned proposal writing. Students indicated that the seminar clarified the essence and structure of the proposal and how it should be written, as can be seen in the following examples: “The seminar helped me to understand the requirements and purpose of the proposal, things that were not clear to me at the beginning.” “It helped organize my proposal writing and the work involved. I learned on what to focus.”

Other statements concerned learning how to write a theoretical review, and, more importantly, how to construct that review logically. “I learned to write a literature review that was focused and adhered to the accepted academic style.” “The chapter-headings outline helped me to focus when I began to write the review.”

Students also indicated the value of the assistance received in targeting research questions and focusing on methodology and relevant research design: “I found it very interesting to observe the thought processes regarding the topic and how it could be divided into research questions.” “The research method and question formulation became much clearer, as did the research tools.”

b) Working in peer groups.

The importance of working with peers comprised 23% of the total statements. As one student stated, “Peer learning enriched my experience even though our research topics were in completely different fields.” Specifically, students indicated that working in small groups provided them with feedback from peers as well as the instructor. Discussing their research in groups gave them additional considerations regarding their topic: “Working in groups allowed me to raise questions, hear others’ questions, and get answers.” “Both the students and the instructors… made me change some aspects of my thinking, which inspired me with new ideas and encouraged me.” “Presenting my work to the group was very empowering and taught me a lot.” One of the students, however, pointed out that she had difficulty accepting criticism from her peers, despite seeing the benefits: “It’s kind of hard to get criticism. But I understood that it was for my own good.”
Other statements regarding peer groups concerned the emotional and motivational reinforcement and empowerment that working in a group afforded, since they saw that they all were in similar situations and coping with similar difficulties regarding writing and keeping to a schedule: “There was a feeling that we were all in the same boat and so it wasn’t so bad”; “Emotionally, it was good to hear about everyone’s progress and share mine with them”; “In fact, I saw that, compared to the others, my situation wasn’t that bad.”

c) SR guidance.

Twenty percent of the statements reflected contributions that the seminar made to SR: “I received guidance and learned to self-regulate and to manage myself and my feelings.” Students referred to two major areas of SR: planning and emotional regulation.

Planning includes setting goals, making a work plan, and keeping to a timetable. The students noted that making a plan and a working schedule helped them to prepare their proposal: “[They helped me] make a work plan, and decide on its essential components and expected progress.” “I learned to set up a timetable to prepare myself for the project.”

Students reported that building a timetable motivated and emotionally reinforced them and cited the importance of regulating their emotions: “Writing out the work plan gave me confidence and made me breathe easier. I feel that this is an important step in the process.” “I learned to stop every so often to encourage myself, and give myself compliments and reinforcement.”

d) Emotional support from instructors.

Students mentioned the personal, caring attention they felt they had received from the instructor in 15% of the statements. “There’s a feeling of support. Someone is listening, advising, and lighting the way.” “The emotional support helped to calm my fears and encouraged me to progress in my proposal writing. It gave me the push and motivation to proceed.”

e) Pre-session preparations.

A small number of statements (4%) mentioned the benefit obtained from preparing the assignments before each session. It is apparent that this was mainly helpful to those students who were in the initial stages of their proposal, as the assignments required them to formulate their thoughts: “The seminar forced me to prepare my assignments and stick to the schedule, and thus I was able to formulate my ideas, topic, and research questions.”

f) Modeling by instructors.

One student mentioned that the instructors provided a model to help her progress in her work: “I learned by observing you. Your constructive and rational approach inspired me to act similarly to reach my goals.”

4.1.2 Changes as a result of participation in the seminar. A substantial number of statements (n=90) applied to changes as a result of the seminar, specifically improvements in emotional state and motivation level, progress in the proposal writing, advisor relationship, self-regulation of the proposal-writing process, and knowledge regarding research and writing processes in general.

a) Changes in emotional state and motivation.

Thirty eight percent of the statements were associated with changes in students’ emotional state and level of motivation. Students described their emotional state before the seminar as being distressed and full of misgivings, with feelings of incompetence and anxiety as a result of the difficulty they had in commencing their writing. Added to this was the academic workload that also hindered progression in their thesis writing: “My emotional state was not very good…. I felt guilty that I wasn’t progressing with my proposal.” “I had many concerns and didn’t believe in my abilities. I felt stressed and overworked and didn’t know where to start.”

Students also presented misgivings regarding their decision to write a thesis instead of a seminar paper (which was an easier task). As one student wrote: “My emotions were in a turmoil. This is an extended project that requires a huge investment in time and effort, and I, being a working woman, housewife, and mother … was afraid I’d fail completely.”

Students noted a considerable improvement regarding their motivation and increased feelings of self-efficacy after the seminar: “I feel motivated and eager to continue; to progress quickly to its completion.” “I have faith in my ability to complete this assignment even ahead of schedule.”
Students noted that improvements in SR processes led to changes in their feelings of self-efficacy since they now had a clear focus on their work: “Today I am more organized and I have tools.” “I am glad that my ideas are more focused and I know exactly what steps I need to take.”

Others wrote that as a result of their emotional improvement, they were now able to cope with and take responsibility for the writing process: “I feel responsible and involved.” “[I] picked myself up and continued working.”

b) Progress in writing the proposal.

Students mentioned considerable progress in writing their proposal as a result of the seminar. Over a quarter of the students (27%) reported that they had not even begun writing their proposal prior to the seminar and had had only a general idea of their topic: “I began the seminar with only a topic. I hadn’t developed my ideas, and I had many doubts.” Many stated that they had had no idea how to approach the task and had felt confused and lacked understanding: “[Before,] my perception regarding the requirements was wrong.”

Students’ statements regarding their situation at the end of the seminar showed that a quarter of them had already finished writing their proposal or were in the final stages thereof: “Before the seminar I only had defined my topic and had barely any research questions. [Now] I have submitted my proposal on time.”

Other students were progressing and described their position in the writing process: “At this point I’ve collected and read material, and I am now ready to sit down and write my proposal.” “I have the format and framework sorted out for the writing process.” “I have collected my theoretical material and am now reading it and marking ideas relevant to my project.”

c) Improvement in the student-advisor relationship.

As mentioned, besides the instructors that accompanied the applied seminar discussed herein, each student had a personal thesis advisor to accompany them throughout the writing process. Data analysis revealed that 14% of the statements referred to the contribution that the seminar made to the student-advisor relationship. Students reported that they had found it difficult to have ongoing contact with their advisors before the seminar. Reasons included lack of motivation, heavy academic workloads, or uncomfortable feelings regarding the advisor for some personal reasons. For example, they wrote: “[The advisor] was unable to schedule meetings because of his full timetable.” After the seminar, students reported that their relationship with their advisor had strengthened and they were now working together: “I went back to speaking more frequently with my advisor because of the many comments and suggestions that I received in the seminar.” “[After the seminar] I was more persistent and pressed him [to make time for me]. This was valuable.” They also expressed that they now understood the importance of regular meetings with their advisors: “I understand now that scheduling regular appointments (in my journal) with my advisor encourages me to progress. This gives me a clear view of my progress and ensures that we don’t lose contact.” “The seminar made me understand that I had no option but to adapt myself to him. We are now back in contact.”

One student wrote that he was still having difficulty forming a satisfactory relationship with his advisor, but admitted the importance of solving this problem: “We disconnected. I hope that that is temporary and it will work itself out at the end. [Now, after the seminar, I plan] to contact my advisor to expedite matters.”

d) Improved SR in writing the proposal.

Students mentioned (11% of the statements) an improvement in their SR skills when organizing themselves for the process of writing. Specifically, students pointed out an improvement in their ability to plan, manage their time, and regulate their emotions. They described how organizational abilities contribute to a good outlook: “[The seminar] contributed to my ability to cope with stress and a heavy workload.” “[The seminar] helped me to manage my time and myself properly.” “When I get stuck, I will hang up the yellow page [an organizational page that was prepared in the seminar] on the wall in my workroom and follow it.”

e) Improved knowledge regarding the research and writing processes.

Another change that the students mentioned (9% of statements) was in their knowledge of research and writing. In particular, students noted that they learned how to focus and improve their investigative thinking: “The seminar helped me focus on the research topic and the literature review.” “The seminar taught me how to organize the structure of my work properly.” “I understand methodology better, and I learned how to check the reliability of a questionnaire.”
4.2 Expressions of SR

We analyzed the RQs and the final PQs and compiled a list of phrases that indicated SR processes during the seminar. In total, we identified 241 expressions relevant to SR. These were broken down into eight themes: planning and goal setting, monitoring, strategies, self-encouragement, regulation of emotion, time regulation, social regulation, and assessment. The themes were examined for frequency of occurrence during each stage of the seminar: the exposure stage, which included formulating the topic and research questions (n=27); the action stage, which included the structure of the literature review (n=64) and methodology (n=70); and the summary stage, which focused on self-regulation skills (n=80) (see Figure 2).

Figure 2. Distribution of SR statements according to seminar stage

Figure 2 illustrates that the most prevalent SR expressions concern self-encouragement, planning and goal setting, and monitoring, with the former two especially noticeable during the literature review stage. During the methodology stage, monitoring skills were most evident.

Below we examine each stage of the seminar with respect to the various SR components as illustrated by student statements.

The exposure stage had the fewest SR statements, of which “monitoring” provided the most statements (26%). Examples of monitoring statements: “I have set up my topic, material and chapter headings, and even have my timetable for the next month and a half.” “I had some questions regarding the research population and the research method.” “The academic year is about to end and I have not managed to start my research.”

During the first part of the action stage (theoretical background), when the focus was on literature review, SR statements were primarily concerned with self-encouragement (61%), and planning and goal setting (36%). Some examples: “I feel very confident, optimistic and motivated to carry on, despite difficulties and fear” (self-encouragement). “Now I need to think how to plan my time so that I will be ready for the next meeting” (goal setting).

Statements showing emotional control (19%) and self-monitoring (19%) were also identified. Apparently, the instruction offered during the seminar helped calm students and encouraged them to examine their progress and output: “I feel stressed, but at the same time, I know I will manage” (regulation of emotion); “The table of contents of my literature review is focused and organized at the moment” (monitoring).

During the action phase that addressed methodology, the majority of statements related to monitoring (35%) or planning and goal setting (24%). Students were aware that they must meet the demands of the seminar on time in
order to progress, and therefore must remain focused: “I must keep up to the rate of the seminar and make sure I am accurate and focused.” In addition, students came to realize that asking for help from their personal advisors and initiating meetings were their responsibilities: “I understood that I shouldn’t give up and must ask my advisor for help and initiate meetings.” Also: “I realized some things that need correcting in my proposal and I’m eager (I’m not being cynical!) to go and correct them.”

In the summary stage, the prominent statements concerned planning and goal setting (31%), self-encouragement (21%) and regulation of emotion (18%). The students were aware of their difficulties, but nevertheless expressed belief in their ability to progress and reach their designated targets. They encouraged themselves by focusing on the positive and not overwhelming themselves with negative feelings: “I believe in myself. I know myself. Like any process in my life, at first it is hard to get into it, but when it happens, ‘the sky is the limit’” (self-encouragement). “The most important thing now is to organized my research framework and begin writing. I intend to finish successfully and with distinction” (planning and goal setting).

A further SR skill that was clearly exhibited in the final stage of the seminar was time management: “I mustn’t procrastinate. I must create a timetable for myself, and then I can see that it will be possible.”

It is clear, therefore, that throughout the course of the seminar, students exhibited SR skills. At each stage, different SR processes were apparent, but in general, self-encouragement, planning and setting goals, and monitoring were the main ones exhibited.

5. Discussion

The results suggest that according to the students, one of the main contributions of the seminar was the overall guidance and knowledge they acquired concerning writing the proposal and thesis. Students indicated improved academic writing skills, and that they had learned to write a literature review in a focused, coherent way. The question arises, of course, about the necessity of having to teach students in post-graduate studies – who should already have the academic writing experience and knowledge required – how to write a thesis. However, as Bansel (2011) claims, “the processes of knowledge production and subject formation are complex, messy and not-always rational” (p. 554). Apparently, the complexity of the writing process (Hidi & Boscolo, 2006) and the cognitive and emotional burdens of thesis writing require further mediation that concentrates on the specific components of the paper. The structured guidance delivered in the seminar enables students to apply writing strategies, focus on writing sections of their thesis (Delyser, 2003; Phillips, 2012) and regulate their progress while being engaged in the writing process and its end (Graham & Harris, 2000).

Another noticeable contribution for the students was the significant experience of working in groups that included peer feedback and formative assessment. Students stated that the peer setting provided a sort of emotional support group and encouraged their self-regulation and their progress. Receiving feedback this way gave them the opportunity to ask for clarification, think differently, discuss issues from various perspectives, and eventually reflect on their own research. The group was emotionally calming because it made them realize that everyone was “in the same boat” and to feel that they were not alone. These results indicate the significance of the group setting, especially in a thesis seminar. Our model enabled a comfortable, flexible learning environment that was not threatening to the students. They knew that the instructors and their colleagues were there to support them. Because we co-taught, we were able to provide a model on how to conduct peer feedback that contributes to a supportive learning environment. Our findings are supported by other researchers (Aitchison & Guerin, 2014; Ferguson, 2009), who found that group learning is very important in postgraduate studies when it included feedback on the thesis.

The findings suggest that there is no separation between emotional and pedagogical aspects while one is in the process of writing one’s thesis. Researchers (e.g., Beard, Clegg & Smith, 2007) claim that one of the possible reasons that there is so little research about the emotional aspects of students’ experience in writing a thesis is probably due to the concern of focusing on the psychological aspect rather than the pedagogic one.

The students reported substantial changes in their situation as a result of the seminar. Many indicated an improvement in their emotional state and in their feelings of self-efficacy, and noted that they had made clear progress in the writing of their papers. Most stated that even though they had been feeling distressed and confused, or had been experiencing feelings of “being stuck” at the beginning of the seminar, by its end, they had made significant progress in the writing of their proposal and were now motivated to complete it. Our seminar succeed in creating a supportive learning environment and enhance the feeling of “one for all, and all for one.” Such a learning environment can reduce negative emotions, reduce feelings of isolation, bolster confidence, and enable students to effectively regulate themselves and progress in their writing (Ferguson, 2009; Zimmerman & Schunk, 2008).
Our results show that the seminar motivated students to initiate contact and strengthen ties with their personal advisors. There is no doubt that awareness of the complexity of the advisor-student relationship is critical to maintaining a healthy rapport (Sullivan & Ogloff, 1998). Advisors have an important part in motivating and guiding the writing, and therefore consistent, continuous contact with them is crucial cognitively and emotionally (Drennan & Clarke, 2009; Guerin, Kerr & Green, 2015).

We also examined indications of SR during the seminar and found that the self-monitoring skills increase in the session that addressed methodology, and that goals-placement and time-management skills were evident in the last session, in anticipation of independent work. Assessment processes were not apparent, probably because the students were still at the active stage of their projects. However, some of them assessed the work that they had done since the commencement of the seminar, which allowed them to better plan future work.

It was clear that in the second stage, which dealt with the literature review, students exhibited more self-encouragement processes, which are vital at such a complex and challenging stage. Self-encouragement is vital to promoting the learning process; without it, there is less value to cognitive SR processes. For example, implementing a monitoring process when the student is inattentive motivationally, can lead to only partial success, if any (Zimmerman & Schunk, 2008).

Regulating motivation was significantly apparent over the course of the seminar. It was observed that students wrote themselves statements of encouragement, or promised themselves a reward at the completion of some task. These mechanisms increased the students’ extrinsic motivation for the task (Wolters, 1998). Motivational regulation is especially valuable during the process of writing a thesis, as such complex writing places emotional and cognitive demands on the writer that can lead to feelings of anxiety and despair (Bruning & Horn, 2000; Graham & Harris 2000). Evidence of such problematic feelings is demonstrated in the way students described their feelings before the seminar, and it seems that the motivational regulation process that they activated over the course of the seminar contributed to improvements in their feelings and motivation, as testified at the end of the course.

According to the RQs and the final PQs, statements indicating emotional SR were given in the action and summary stages, but less than expected, considering the statements made by the students regarding the emotional changes they felt during the seminar. It is possible that the scarcity of emotional regulation statements is due to the fact that these are more introverted processes (Eisenberg & Spinrad, 2004) that students are less inclined to express in writing. However, emotional regulation processes have a strong influence on the progress and social adjustment of students (Park, Edmondson & Lee, 2012) and on the characteristics of the social environment (Peterson, 2012), so this aspect should be afforded more consideration in future research.

As mentioned, the findings demonstrate that peer work and a cooperative environment contribute to the emotional and motivational welfare of the students, something that is crucial for the drive required for postgraduate studies (Pintrich, 2004). However, because students worked independently on their personal proposals, there was no exhibition of collaborative regulation (co-regulation), nor was their much requirement for processes of social regulation in the group environment. Regarding their concern for the social setting, this was more in the context of one’s personal environment, such as family or personal advisor. Nevertheless, regulating this aspect has been found to be significant for individual progress in writing assignments (Zimmerman, 2002).

In order to effect proper co-regulation processes while writing the paper, we believe there is a need for a more intensive framework, such as a long-term weekly seminar where students can conduct ongoing collaborative learning that would allow forming SR skills as a group, even if group members are on different levels (Volet, Summer & Thurman, 2009).

Our findings show that over the course of the seminar, students used both cognitive and emotional regulation processes. Research over the years has created a conceptual distinction between cognitive self-regulation procedures, and emotional and social regulation processes (Bodrova & Leong, 2007). However, in recent years, researchers have realized the need to avoid a dichotomy between them, emphasizing the importance of research to study the link between cognitive and emotional processes and their contribution to one another (Lieberman, Giesbrecht & Muller, 2007). We believe that a follow-up study is required to specifically examine the connection between the self-regulation processes that various students apply during the seminar and the effects they felt as a result of it.

In conclusion, this study shows the importance of creating a supportive learning community of postgraduate students and designing a course that encourages self-regulation processes and addresses the essential components required for writing their final paper, including cognitive, social, and emotional aspects. We believe that further studies can probe deeper into the regulation processes and personal strategies that students use throughout the stages of writing their
graduate paper so as to examine which co-regulation processes can be introduced in a more intensive seminar structure.
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Appendix 1: Reflective Questionnaire

What are the main topics you learned today?
What are your feelings regarding your class experience today?
Do you have any questions about what you learned?
Do you have any requests?
Do you have any recommendations?

Appendix 2: Perception Questionnaire

Part 1
1) What are the most important things you learned in this lesson?
2) Please write any questions that you feel still need to be answered.

Part 2
1) Describe your situation before the seminar regarding the following items:
   - Progress in writing your research proposal
   - Your connection with your advisor
   - Emotionally (self-confidence, self-efficacy, feeling good/bad/other)
   - Other
2) Describe your condition now, post the workshop regarding:
   - Progress in writing your research proposal
   - Your connection with your advisor
   - Emotionally (self-confidence, self-efficacy, feeling good/bad/other)
   - Other
3) What did the workshop classes contribute to you?
4) Do you have any remarks or recommendations for future seminars? Please write in detail and provide examples.